Abstract-Readability criteria have been addressed as a measurement of the quality of graph visualizations. In this paper, we argue that readability criteria are necessary but not sufficient. We propose a new kind of criteria, namely faithfulness, to evaluate the quality of graph layouts. We introduce a general model for quantify faithfulness, and contrast it with the well established readability criteria. We show examples of common visualization techniques, such as multidimensional scaling, edge bundling and several other visualization metaphors for the study of faithfulness.
INTRODUCTION
V ISUALIZATION aids human acuities for pattern detection and knowledge discovery by enabling transformation or deduction from information to knowledge through visual means. Visualization has been widely used for illustrating, formulating hypothesis, identifying patterns, constructing knowledge, performing tasks and making decisions.
Technological advances have dramatically increased the volume of network data generated in modern applications. As such, graphs become larger and more complex. Graph visualization techniques, to cope with this, are getting more sophisticated and involving complex parameter settings to turn graphs into drawings. Thus, the major challenge is to justify how reliable visualizations methods and models are.
Graph drawing algorithms developed over the past 30 years aim to produce "readable" pictures of graphs. Here "readability" is measured by aesthetic criteria, such as: 1) Crossings: the picture should have few edge crossings. 2) Bends: the picture should have few edge bends. 3) Area: the area of a grid drawing should be small. Readability criteria have been extensively studied in numerous visualization systems [72] , [75] . Algorithms that attempt to optimise aesthetic criteria have been successfully embedded in systems for analysis in a wide variety of domains, from the finance industry to biotechnology.
In this paper, we argue that readability criteria for visualizing graphs, though necessary, are not sufficient for effective graph visualization.
Traditionally, it is quite commonplace for the "presumption" that quality of visualization is measured by the readability of the visualization; see [65] , [68] , [72] , [75] . Such readability criteria presumes that readability implies that the picture is a faithful representation
• Q. Nguyen [20] of the data. The presumption may be clearly true in traditional ways of visualization using node-link diagrams, which are comprised of a fairly limited number of nodes and edges. However, for modern visualization metaphors, such as 2.5D visualizations, map-based visualizations, matrix representations and their combinations, the readability criteria is not sufficient. Further, the presumption can be demonstrably false because of the extensive use of clutter reduction techniques, such as edge bundling.
Here, we introduce another kind of criterion, generically called "faithfulness", that we believe is necessary in addition to readability. Intuitively, a graph drawing algorithm is "faithful" if it maps different graphs to distinct drawings 1 . Using mathematical terms, a faithful graph drawing algorithm encodes an injective function. In other words, a faithful graph 1 . In Mathematics, a faithful representation of a group on a vector space is a linear representation in which different elements in the group are represented by distinct linear mappings.
drawing algorithm never maps distinct graphs to the same drawing.
We show several examples below for illustrating the new faithfulness criteria.
Motivating examples
Many graph visualization algorithms have embedded one or more aesthetic criteria to achieve readable layouts. In some cases however, graph layout algorithms cannot avoid visual clutter or edge cluttering due to high edge density from intrinsic connectivity and overlapping between nodes and edges.
In such cases, edge concentration [59] , confluent drawing [14] , [19] and edge bundling [27] , [37] , [81] become useful. These edge routing algorithms share the same idea: they simplify edge connections in the picture to increase readability. Such improved readability is helpful with respect to a number of tasks, yet the pictures may become less faithful.
As an example, edge concentration [59] simplifies edge connections in the picture to increase readability. Figure 1 shows two pictures of a bipartite graph; Figure 1a is a simple drawing with straight-line edges and Figure 1b is another drawing with "concentrated" edges. Figure 1b has less edge crossings and is more readable. However, Figure 1b would also give a viewer, who does not know how the picture was made, at the first sight: a graph comprising of ten circle nodes and two boxes connected by twelve lines. This demonstrates the lack of faithfulness of edge concentration.
For our second example, Figure 2a shows another bipartite graph; the confluent drawing of the graph is depicted in Figure 2b . Confluent drawings may be not faithful. For example, one may find there is no link connecting the two red circles in Figure 2a . In contrast, one may see from Figure 2b a curve connecting the two red circles. This is clearly an inconsistency in the confluently drawn graph.
As an example of edge bundling, Figure 3 shows two pictures of the same graph. Figure 3a is a simple circular layout with straight-line edges and Figure 3b has the same node positions but with "bundled" edges.
In the example of edge bundling, bundling often sacrifices faithfulness. Remarkably, while the visual effects of bundled edges give a more readable visual representation of the overall graph, the ability to locate, select or navigate individual edges, hopping between nodes is lost. Even worse, bundling can result in situation where two different graphs can be mapped to the same picture. For example, Figure 4a shows a graph that differs from the graph Figure 3a by almost 10 percent of the total number of edges. This graph is bundled in Figure 4b . The bundled representations of the two different graphs (Figure 3b and Figure 4b ) are identical. Figure 3 (a) and the result using force-directed edge bundling
Aims and contributions
The examples in previous section have demonstrated that faithfulness is an important aspect of graph visualizations. Yet, faithfulness has yet been paid enough attention by the visualization community. There are a few notions along the lines of faithfulness in scientific visualization, such as fidelity of the picture [56] , and visual reconstructability for flow visualization [45] . In addition, several formal models have been proposed [9] , [10] , [50] , [67] , [78] ; they aim for assessing the visualizations as well as for guiding the future of research in Information Visualization. Nevertheless, there is no model of faithfulness for graph visualization.
In this paper, we distinguish two important concepts: the "faithfulness" and the readability of visualizations of graphs. Faithfulness criteria are especially relevant for modern methods that handle very large and complex graphs. Information overload from very large data sets means that the user can get lost in irrelevant detail, and methods have been developed to increase readability by decreasing detail in the picture.
With a vast amount of methods and techniques for visualizing the data sets at various levels of granularity, it is important to know how reliable the visualizations being produced are. This demand has become urgent given the popularity of network data, the information overload from technological advances and various challenges for visualizing large complex and dynamic networks.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• General model of graph visualization: In order to describe the faithfulness concept, we present a general model of graph visualization process in Section 3.
• General model of the faithfulness: Here, the faithfulness concept is divided into three types of faithfulness: information faithfulness, task faithfulness and change faithfulness.
• Examples of faithfulness metrics: We further define some examples of the faithfulness metrics, which aim to compare the usefulness / effectiveness of different visualizations. We should emphasize that these metrics are just the examples and are not the "only" ones.
• Case studies of faithfulness: As for demonstration, we use popular visualization methods including force-directed methods, multidimensional scaling, matrix representations, and hybrid metaphors to evaluate our faithfulness concept. The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 3 presents our general model of graph visualization process. We use this visualization model to describe the faithfulness concept. Section 4 describes our general model of the faithfulness of a graph visualization method. Here, we divide the general concept into three kinds of faithfulness: information faithfulness, task faithfulness, and change faithfulness. Section 5 shows our examples of faithfulness metrics, which are computed for quantifying and comparing the faithfulness of different visualizations. We illustrate faithfulness with several examples in Sections 6, 7 and 8: multidimensional scaling, edge bundling and several selected visualization metaphors (matrix-based and map-based visualizations). Section 10 concludes the paper with a remark about the failure of 3D graph drawing to make industrial impact.
RELATED WORK

Evaluation of visualization
There have been increasing interests in evaluative research methodologies and empirical work [9] , [10] , [50] , [51] , [67] , [78] .
There are several notions along the lines of faithfulness in scientific visualization. These include fidelity of the picture [56] , and visual reconstructability for flow visualization [45] and faithful "functional visualization schema" introduced by Tsuyoshi et. al. [71] . This notion is to judge the transformation from data schema to visual abstraction schema.
A number of quality metrics have been recently proposed for evaluating high-dimensional data visualization [4] . A survey of quality concerns for parallel coordinates is given in [12] . There is also proposal for judging visualizations regarding the presence of difficulties and distracting elements (or so-called "chartjunk") [42] . Other research focuses on narrative visualization and the effects on interpretations with respect to the intended story [43] .
These previous research on visualization evaluation has mainly focused on information visualization in a broad sense, while our research addresses the quality of graph visualizations.
Recently, an algebraic process to evaluate visualization design has been proposed [48] . Their notions of representation invariance, unambiguous data depiction and visual-data correspondence are close to our concept of information faithfulness and change faithfulness. They evaluated their approach on bar charts and scatterplots. In contrast, our approach aims for the quality (the faithfulness) of graph visualizations.
Readability in graph visualization
Graph drawing algorithms in the past 30 years typically take into account one or more aesthetic criteria to aim to increase the readability of the drawing and to achieve "nice" drawings. There are a wide range of aesthetic criteria proposed for graph visualizations. They include, for example, (1) minimizing the number of edge crossings minimization [69] ; (2) minimizing the number of bends in polyline edges [69] ; (3) increasing orthogonality: placing nodes and edges to an orthogonal grid [69] ; (4) increasing node distribution [13] , [73] . (5) maximizing minimum edge angles between all edges of a node [66] ; (6) minimizing the total area [73] ; (7) maximizing the symmetries in the underlying network structure [28] ; (8) edge lengths should be short but not too short [11] .
Amongst these aesthetics, minimizing edge crossings is the most important criterion from previous user studies [65] .
Optimizing two or more criteria simultaneously is an NP-hard problem in general. As such, graph drawings are often the results of compromise among several aesthetics. Most of previous research has also aimed for computational efficiency while achieving the drawing readability.
In the literature, graph drawing algorithms can be generally classified, for example, in one the following criteria: (1) A popular technique is force-directed layout, which uses physical analogies to achieve an aesthetically pleasing drawing [3] , [5] , [46] ; (2) Several works extended force-directed algorithms for drawing large graphs in [32] , [79] ; (3) Multidimensional scaling is another popular method for graph visualization and visual mining [7] ; (4) Another approach takes advantage of any knowledge on topology (such as planarity or SPQR decomposition [17] , [21] , [31] , [58] , [59] ) to optimize the drawing in terms of readability; (5) Other approaches offer representations composed of visual abstractions of clusters to improve readability.
The faithfulness criterion proposed in this paper is important to compare the usefulness of graph visual-izations. This faithfulness is different from readability criteria in the literature.
Mental map preservation in graph visualization
An important criterion for dynamic graph drawings is mental map preservation [18] or stability [63] . The mental map concept refers to the abstract geometric structures of a person's mind while exploring visual information. The better the mental map is preserved, the easier the structural change of a graph is understood.
To preserve the mental map, some layout adjustment algorithms use a notion of proximity and rearrange a drawing in order to improve some aesthetic criteria. These algorithms include, for example, incremental drawing of directed acyclic graphs [62] , or computing the layout of a sequence of graphs offline [15] , or using different adjustment strategies in order to compute the new layout [41] . Other works have studied the mental map preservation while the graph is being updated [23] , [53] , [54] . This can be achieved by using force directed layout techniques [23] , or by using simulated annealing [53] .
There are some trade-offs between the readability and the stability of (offline) dynamic graph drawing methods (see a survey by Brandes et al. [6] ).
In contrast to the mental map in the previous work, this paper defines "change faithfulness", which captures the sensitivity of the pictures to changes in the data. This change faithfulness aims for the understanding and evaluation of dynamic graph visualization.
Temporal and spatial analysis
For analysis of dynamic graphs, it commonly requires to show the statistical trends and changes over time. Visualization of dynamic graphs also needs to preserve user's mental map [57] . The most common techniques for representing temporal data are via animation and the "small multiples" display (see [2] ). The animation approach shows visualizations of the sequence of graphs displayed in consecutive frames. The small multiples display uses multiple charts laid side-by-side and corresponding to consecutive time periods or moments in time [1] .
Generally speaking, this previous work has been focused on the space dimension. For example, most of the work considers readability and stability or mental map preservation of 2D / 3D drawings of graphs. In this paper, we are concerned about the faithfulness in both the space and the time dimensions.
GRAPH VISUALIZATION MODEL
In this section we describe a semi-formal model for graph visualization. The section first gives basic annotations of graphs and then describes our graph visualization model.
[ Readability ]
Fig. 5. Graph visualization model
A graph G = (N, E) consists a set of nodes N and a set of edges E. Note that, in this paper we use N to denote the set of nodes and preserve V to denote visualization. In practice, the nodes and edges may have multiple attributes, such as textual labels. For example, for Facebook friendship networks, a node may be associated with names, education, marriage status, current position, etc; whereas an edge may have relationship types between two persons. These attributes can be important for visualization and analysis. Further, nodes and edges may be timestamped, and the visualization varies over time. Figure 5 shows our visualization model. It is an extension of the van Wijk model [78] . Our model encapsulates the whole knowledge discovery process, from data to visualization to human; unlike the van Wijk model, our model includes tasks.
The main processes of the model are "visualization" V , "perception" P , and "task" T , and described as follows.
Visualization
The visualization process maps a data item d ∈ D (an attributed graph) to a layout item (sometimes called a "picture") ℓ = V (d) ∈ L according to a specification s ∈ S. We write this as follows 2 :
with data space D, specification space S and layout space L
• The type of data space D to be visualized can vary from a simple list of nodes and edges to a time-varying graph with complex attributes on nodes and edges. There are a vast amount of network data and many of them have been generated in fairly high rates.
• The specification space S includes, for example, a specification of the hardware used such as the size and the resolution of the screen. The 2. For this semi-formal model, we use mathematical notation more as a concise shorthand rather than a precise description. For example, we describe processes as functions, but we should warn the reader that the domains and ranges of these are sometimes illdefined. specification can also include parameter inputs for visualization, navigation or interaction.
• The layout space L may consist of graph drawings in the usual sense, but more generally consist of structured objects in a multidimensional geometric space. Sometimes it is convenient to regard the layout space as the screen; in this case, using the language of Computer Graphics, it is an image space. In many applications, nodes and edges of a graph in the data space D may contain several attributes. For example, a social network from Facebook have nodes representing people and edges representing their social connections. In this network, nodes (people) may have other information such as age, gender, identity, marital status, education, and many more. Edges may be associated with additional information of whether they are classmate, colleague or family relationships.
Typically, to represent different attributes in the layout space L, the drawings may comprise of a variety of visual cues, such as color, shape or transparency. For classic drawing algorithms, the visualization process may compute the layout directly from the data.
For incremental algorithms, the visualization process may use the previous layout when computing the current layout. The capability of modelling incremental algorithms as well as dynamic graphs makes our visualization model more general than the van Wijk model [78] . In this case, the general form of visualization process becomes:
where the previous layout is the input for computing the current layout. This is necessary, for example, when a layout algorithm attempts to preserve the user's mental map. However, unless otherwise stated we take the simpler model in equation (1).
Perception
The perception process maps a picture from the layout space L to the knowledge space K. We write this as follows:
In this model we use the term knowledge -sometimes called insight or mental picture -to denote the effect on the human of his/her observation of the picture. Again, in time-varying situation, the human's perception can depend on the previous picture, and perhaps it is better to write:
However, we use the simpler model (2) unless otherwise stated.
Of course, it is difficult to formally model human knowledge or insight, and it is difficult to assess its value [61] . In particular, in some situations such as exploratory visualization, the information that is contained in the data is not known a priori, and we make pictures to get serendipitous insight. This is a well-known paradox; we do not know in advance the aspects or features that should be visible and thus it is hard to assess how successful we are.
In terms of perception, the human perceptual system has several constraints. Some visual channels are probably more representational, expressive or perceivable than others. For instance, size and length are more effective for quantitative data. Yet, for ordinal or nominal data, size and length are less useful. In other example, one person can distinguish some pairs / groups of colors more easily than other persons can. Sometimes, the effectiveness of a visual channel may vary between people; different people may perceive a picture differently.
Task
Visualizations are a useful means for exploration and examination of data using visual representations or pictures. In many practical cases, visualizations are developed to serve for domain-specific tasks [76] . Examples of common tasks include, for example, identifying important actors and communities in a social network, or exploring possible pathways in a biological network. To understand faithfulness, it is important to model these tasks.
Generally speaking, tasks can be distinguished as "low-level" tasks [80] and "high level" tasks [36] . For example, Wehrend and Lewis [80] gives a list of possible low-level tasks (e.g., identify, locate, distinguish, categorize, cluster, distribute, rank, compare, associate and correlate) that one can perform for data analysis. In Hibino's study [36] of a data set of tuberculosis, seven high-level tasks include prepare, plan, explore, present, overlay, reorient, and other. This paper models all tasks as processes that map the data space D, the layout space L, and the knowledge space K to a result space R. Note that, our graph visualization model differs from the van Wijk model [78] by the task model. The result space R may be a simple boolean space {true, false}; or more commonly it is a multidimensional space, with each dimension modelling a separate subtask.
Tasks are often executed by users or data analysers. However, tasks are not necessarily performed by the same person, who creates the pictures from the data. Furthermore, tasks can be performed directly by extracting the answers from the data with or without using a picture of that data.
The central model for the task process is
We extend this common notion with two less common notions T D and T L . These functions are more abstract; they do not take the users perception or knowledge into account. The function T D returns a result directly from the data. Intuitively, one can imagine that T D is computed by a "data oracle", who can extract a result perfectly from the data.
Similarly, one can think of the function T L as returning a result directly from the picture. Again, one can imagine a "picture oracle", who extracts perfect results from the picture. If the visualization mapping creates a picture that is not entirely consistent with the data, then it is possible for the picture oracle to return a different result from the data oracle. In this way, the picture oracle may be limited by the faithfulness of the visualization mapping.
In this model, all the details (such as questions) of a task are considered less important. It is similar to how we do ignore the details (such as algorithms/mechanisms) of a visualization method. Thus, our model is not concerned with specific questions of tasks.
This task model is perhaps over-simplistic; for example, it does not model the a priori knowledge of the human. In addition, the task process can be made more general by taking some combination of data, layout and knowledge and then mapping to the result space. However, the simple model is sufficient to demonstrate the concept of faithfulness -task faithfulness. We use this simple model of task throughout the rest of the paper.
FAITHFULNESS MODEL
Informally, a graph visualization is faithful if the underlying network data and the visual representation are logically consistent. In this section, we develop this intuition into a semi-formal model. In fact, we distinguish three kinds of faithfulness: information faithfulness, task faithfulness, and change faithfulness. Then we discuss the difference between faithfulness and correctness, and then between faithfulness and readability.
Information faithfulness
The simplest form of faithfulness is information faithfulness. This is based on the idea that the visual representation of a data set should contain all the information of the data set, irrespective of tasks. In terms of the notation developed above, a visualization V is information faithful if the function V is injective, that is, V has an inverse.
As an example, consider the classical barycenter visualization function that takes as input a planar graph G = (N, E), places nodes from a specified face on the vertices of a convex polygon, and places every other node at the barycenter of its neighbors (see [72] ). This function is information faithful on internally triconnected (see [72] ) planar graphs. However, if the input graph is not internally triconnected, then same picture can result from several input graphs (each internal triconnected components is collapsed onto a line), and the method is not information faithful.
Task faithfulness
The intuition behind task faithfulness is that the visualization should be accurate enough to correctly perform tasks. In terms of the functions V and T defined above, a visualization V is task faithful with respect to specification s ∈ S if
for every data item d ∈ D.
If a visualization is information faithful, then clearly it is task faithful, assuming the picture oracle can extract all information from the picture to perform tasks. In many practical cases, such extraction may depend on the perception skills of the viewers. However, the converse may not hold.
Consider, for example, a visualization function V cir that draws all nodes a graph G on the circle. Clearly, V cir is information faithful; Figure 3a is an example, in which we can find all nodes and edges in the drawing. Further, V cir is task-faithful: all the data is represented in the drawing, and so all tasks can be performed correctly using the drawing.
On the other hand, Figure 3b shows a graph drawing using edge bundling. Consider the task to estimate the number of edges between two contiguous groups of nodes on the boundary of the circle. Another task is to determine if there is a link connecting groups of nodes. The edge bundled drawings are certainly task-faithful for these tasks. However, it is not information faithful, as the original graph is no longer reconstructable from the bundled layout.
Change faithfulness
The intuition behind change faithfulness is that a change in the visual representation should be consistent with the change in the original data. Note that this is a different concept to the mental map [18] or stability [63] ; while these concepts are concerned with the user's interpretation of change, the concept of change faithfulness is concerned with the geometry of change.
Change faithfulness is important in dynamic settings, such as interactive or streamed graph drawing. However, it is also valid in static settings, because the Figure 6 . Note that V groups is information faithful. However, V groups is not change faithful, because a small change in the graph d (such as adding an edge) can result in a large change in the picture.
Remarks
Faithfulness and readability
More importantly, faithfulness is a different concept to readability. Readability is well studied in the Graph Drawing literature. It refers to the perceptual and cognitive interpretation of the picture by the viewer. Readability depends on how the graphical elements are organized and positioned. It does not depend on whether the picture is a faithful representation of the data. We can divide the readability concept into three subconcepts in the same way as we divided faithfulness: 1) Information readability: A drawing is informationreadable if the perception function P is one-one; that is, if two pictures appear the same to the user, then they are pictures of the same graph. Effectively, this is saying that all the information from the picture can be perceived by the human. 2) Task readability: A visualization is task-readable for a task
Change readability is the classical mental map.
A good graph visualization method should achieve both faithfulness and readability; in practice, however, there may be a trade-off between the two ideals. This is especially true with large graphs, when the data size is too large for the visualization to be informationfaithful; indeed, the number of pixels may be smaller than the graph size. In such cases, faithfulness is sometimes be sacrificed for readability. In specific domains, there are important tasks for which the visualization can be both readable and task-faithful.
Faithfulness and determinism
Faithfulness is a different concept than the idea of determinism. Determinism refers to the requirement that applying the same visualization on the same graph should give the same or similar results. For example, tree drawing algorithms are deterministic, whereas other graph drawing algorithms, such as spring-embedder, are non-deterministic.
Determinism is an important criterion for visual exploration and navigation of graphs. However, a visualization method may either be deterministic or non-deterministic, while aiming for faithfulness.
FAITHFULNESS METRICS
Faithfulness is not a boolean concept; a visualization method may be a little bit faithful, but less than 100% faithful. Often, one may not tell whether a picture is absolutely faithful or unfaithful. But one can compare if a picture is more faithful than the other picture of the same data.
The classical concept of readability of a graph drawing can be evaluated using a number of metrics. These include, for example, the number of edge crossings, the number of edge bends, and the area of a grid drawing. These readability metrics are formal enough that the problem of constructing a readable graph drawing can be stated as a number of optimization problems; thus optimization algorithms can be used. There is not really a clear winner amongst the metrics, and there is not a single readability metric. For example, edge crossing number does not equal to the graph readability as a graph with one more crossings is not necessarily "less readable".
We aim to create a list of faithfulness metrics that play the same role. Yet we should emphasize that the faithfulness metrics proposed in this section are just the examples to show the "possibility"; they are not the only ways to define measurement of the faithfulness concepts. Furthermore, we do not aim to create a generic "faithfulness number", but we try to show how quantitative measurements of the faithfulness concepts are possible.
In this section we develop a framework for such metrics. We assume that the spaces D, L and R each has a norm, which we generically denote by · .
• First, each data item d in data space D can be modelled in multiple dimensional space A 1 ×A 2 × · · · × A i , where A i is the i-th attribute dimension. A norm in data space D can be Euclidean norm ( · 2 ), or Manhattan norm ( · 1 ), or p-norm ( · p ).
• Second, norms in result space R can be defined in a similar manner of the norm in data space D.
• Third, for layout space L, a definition of norms can be a bit more complex. Layout space L can be modelled as R 3 × C 1 × · · ·× C i , where C i is i-th dimension of visual attributes. In a visualization, visual attributes of nodes include location, color, shape, transparency, texture, etc; while visual attributes of edges may further include edge bends. Further, we assume that each of these spaces has a distance function ∆ that assigns a positive real number ∆(a, b) to each pair a, b of elements of the space.
An example of information faithfulness metrics
The simplest way to measure the information faithfulness of a graph visualization function V with a specification s, is to measure its "ambiguity".
For each data d and visualization
The metric can have values ranging from 1 (very faithful) to 0 (unfaithful). A more subtle approach is to measure the information faithfulness of a graph visualization function V as the information loss in the channel. The loss of information during the visualization process is defined as entropy in information theory. The information loss is easier to measure than the total information content of a data set. There are several techniques for measuring information content and information loss (for a full discussion, see [67] ).
An example of task faithfulness metrics
We can measure task faithfulness as the difference between the result from the data d and the result from the visualization ℓ = V (d, s). The task faithfulness of V is a function f task , defined by:
with respect to the task T = (T D , T L , T K ) and specification s ∈ S. One could define a normalized version of f task as:
The metric can have values ranging from 1 (very taskfaithful) to 0 (task-unfaithful). Our task faithfulness metric is kept simple enough; we neither take the transformation from data to task result, nor the interpretation of the users from the drawing to task result. In fact, different users may perceive a drawing differently in many practical cases.
An example of change faithfulness metrics
Tufte [77] defines the "lie-factor" as the ratio of change in a graphical representation to the change in the data. We can express Tufte's concept in terms of our model. Then, for a visualization V with specification s ∈ S, the lie factor for two distinct data d, d
′ ∈ D with d = d ′ is defined by:
Tufte's aim is to measure the quality of static visualizations in terms of the lie-factor, but we can apply the same principle in a dynamic setting. In the ideal case (no "lie"), the lie metric has the value of 1.
Intuitively, the lie factor increases as change faithfulness decreases, and so for two "distinct" data elements d ′ and d we can measure the change faithfulness (normalized) as:
The values of this change metric can vary from 1 (very change-faithful) to 0 (change-unfaithful).
EXAMPLE 1: MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCAL-ING AND FORCE DIRECTED APPROACHES
This section discusses the multidimensional scaling (MDS) [8] and force directed approaches to Graph Drawing [16] , [22] , [24] , [28] , [39] in terms of faithfulness. The MDS approach to Graph Drawing works as follows. The input is a graph G=(N ,E), and a |N | × |N | matrix of dissimilarities δ u,v . The goal is to map each node u ∈ N to a point p u ∈ R k such that the given dissimilarities δ u,v are well-approximated by the distances d u,v = p u −p v . The set of points p u forms the layout ℓ = V (G) of G. In practice, k is commonly 2 or 3. In most applications, δ u,v is chosen to be the graph theoretic distance between nodes u and v.
To measure the success of an MDS function, a "stress" [49] function is commonly used to compute the distortion between dissimilarities δ u,v and fitted distances d u,v . In the simplest case, the stress of a layout ℓ ∈ L is:
MDS can be seen as an optimization problem where the goal is to minimize this stress function. Force directed algorithms have a similar flavour, but view the problem as finding equilibrium in a system of forces.
Information faithfulness
For most MDS approaches, there is a likelihood that vertices overlap in the "optimal" layout. In these cases, it is not information faithful, and different MDS methods would produce the same result from different data sets.
Task faithfulness
The stress formula (8) can be seen in terms of our task faithfulness framework. Suppose that T is a task that depends on the graph theoretic distance between nodes; let R be the set of real-valued matrices indexed on the node set. For a graph
where D n is the set of graphs of size n and · 2 is the Frobenius norm. Clearly, minimising task faithfulness is equivalent to minimising the stress defined by (8).
Change faithfulness
Further, we can evaluate the change faithfulness of an MDS method. In fact, MDS methods have been used extensively in dynamic settings, using stress to preserve the mental map. Suppose that at time t, we have a graph G (t) , and the visualization function places node u at point p (t) u at time t. A stress function can calculate the difference between the layout ℓ (t) ∈ L at time t and the layout ℓ 
In the so-called "anchoring" approach, t ′ is zero; in the "linking" approach, t ′ is the previous time frame before t (see [6] ). These measures, however, aim for the mental map preservation -or change readability -rather than change faithfulness. For example, they aim to ensure that if the change in the graph is small, then the change in the layout is small. They do not ensure that if the change in the graph is large, then the change in the layout is large.
However, we can use the stress approach to define the lie factor, such as:
u,v denotes the graph theoretic distance between u and v in G (t) . Then the normalized change faithfulness can be measured in terms of the distortion of the data change relative to the layout change:
Remarks
The force directed and MDS approaches has had considerable impact on the commercial world, despite the fact that they do not have explicit or validated readability goals. We believe that the success of these approaches is due to the fact that they have explicit and validated task faithfulness goals with respect to tasks that depend on graph theoretic distances. We suggest that better MDS methods could be designed by optimising their change faithfulness using the lie factor stress above.
EXAMPLE 2: EDGE BUNDLING
Edge bundling, as illustrated in Figure 3b and 4b, has been extensively investigated to reduce visual clutter in graph visualizations. Many edge bundling techniques have been proposed, including hierarchical edge bundling [37] , geometry-based edge clustering [37] , [52] , [81] , force-directed edge bundling [38] and multi-level agglometive edge bundling [27] , just to name a few. The US airline networks are typical examples used for demonstration of edge bundling methods. Figure 7 shows several edge bundling results.
Edge bundling seems to increase task readability with respect to some tasks; for example, the classic bundling of air traffic routes in the USA (see [38] , [74] ) seems to make it easier for a human to identify the main hubs and flight corridors. However, some readability metrics are sacrificed; for example, the number of bends is increased, making individual paths difficult to follow (the authors are not aware of any human experiments that measure readability for edge bundling). In this Section we make some remarks about the faithfulness of edge bundling.
Information faithfulness
Edge bundling reduces information faithfulness: as more edges are bundled together, it becomes harder to reconstruct the network data from a bundled layout. We can propose a rough-and-ready metric for this reduction based on the model presented in Section 5. Given an input graph G = (N, E), an edge bundling visualization process V partitions E into bundles E = B 1 ∪B 2 ∪. . .∪B k . Let G i denote the subgraph of G with edge set B i and node set N i consisting of endpoints of edges in B i . Edge bundling methods ensure that G i is bipartite; suppose that N i = X i ∪ Y i is the bipartition of G i . In the bundled layout, G i is indistinguishable from a complete bipartite graph on the parts X i and Y i . This representation has inherent information loss. Let x i = |X i |, and y i = |Y i |. The number of (labelled) bipartite graphs with parts X i and Y i is 2 xiyi . Thus if q = k i=1 x i y i , then there are 2 q graphs that have the same layout as G. This can be used as a simple model for computing the information faithfulness of V .
Task faithfulness
Most bundling methods use a compatibility function; roughly speaking, a compatibility function C assigns a real number C(e, e ′ ) to each pair e, e ′ of edges. Two edges e and e ′ are more likely to be bundled together if the value of C(e, e ′ ) is large. A number of compatibility functions have been proposed and tested; these include spatial compatibility [38] from length, position, angle and visibility between edges, semantic compatibility, connectivity compatibility, importance compatibility and topology compatibility. Some of these functions depend only on the input graph G, and some depend also on the layout of G.
For a number of tasks, such as identifying hubs in a network, highly compatible edges are equivalent; the correct performance of such tasks does not depend of distinguishing between them. Here we show that stress functions can be used to define metrics for computing the task faithfulness of the edge bundled layout relative to such tasks.
Given a pair of edges e and e ′ in an input graph G, let C(e, e ′ ) denote their compatibility. We assume that this compatibility function depends only on G and not on its layout. Let ℓ ∈ L be the layout of G. For two edges e and e ′ , let d(e, e ′ ) be the distance between the curves representing e and e ′ in ℓ. We can choose from a number of distance functions for curves, such as the Fréchet distance and several distance measures for point sets. The stress in ℓ is then defined as:
Remarks
Despite the plethora of recent papers in edge bundling [44] , there are few evaluations of effectiveness. Using the formal models outlined above, one can begin to evaluate faithfulness and compare bundling methods. For example, one can test the following hypotheses:
The force-directed edge bundling (FDEB) [38] methods and its force-directed variants [47] , [60] , [70] are task-faithful.
Hypothesis 2: Force-directed edge bundling methods are more task-faithful when using more control points per edge.
We have conducted several experiments with the faithfulness metrics. We use the worldcup data 4 as our examples. Our initial studies using the metrics above have shown a confirmation of the above hypotheses. Figure 8 shows statistics of stress values at different iteration cycles of force-directed edge bundling algorithm (FDEB) [38] . The figure has shown that FDEB achieves more faithful results when more number of iterations are performed. Furthermore, in later iterations, the result becomes more faithful as the algorithm uses more control points to improve its layout.
EXAMPLE 3: VISUALIZATION METAPHORS
This section discusses our new notions of faithfulness for several representative graph visualization metaphors.
Matrix representation
Besides node-link diagrams, visualization of graphs as matrices form is also popular. In fact, matrix and node-link diagrams have different characteristics and 4 . Data available at http://gd2006.org/contest/WCData/ Fig. 9 . Trade map between countries [25] can be used as suitable representations for different tasks and datasets.
Generally speaking, matrix metaphor is very faithful. All the nodes and edges are represented in the visualization. Matrices do not suffer from node overlapping and edge crossing.
However, matrix metaphor is not very taskreadable for several tasks. Ghoniem et al. [29] report their studies on the performance of matrix and nodelinked diagrams for several low level tasks. Their results show that node-link diagrams are in favour of very small (20 vertices or less) and sparse networks. Ghoniem et al. also show that matrices are more effective even for large graphs, except when the tasks are related to path tracing. Path-related tasks (such as path tracing between nodes or finding a shorted path for a pair of nodes) are the weakness of matrices; this known problem is reported in the study of Ghoniem et al. [29] .
For certain tasks, matrix representations are more task-readable than node-link diagrams. For example, for tasks such as locating and selecting nodes, this representation is more appropriate as node labels are often more readable. Matrices do not suffer from edge crossing, which is the most trouble-some for viewing node-link visualization of dense graphs. Lastly, matrices could give an immediate overview of the sparse and dense regions within a network as well as the directedness of the connections.
A number of methods aim to improve readability of the matrix metaphor. For example, reordering columns/rows to show highly connected groups of nodes [33] , [64] increases readability without sacrifice faithfulness.
The matrix metaphor often requires a quadratic space (of the number of nodes) to display. To visualize large graphs, information-reduction methods such as collapsing rows and columns are applied. However, such information-reduction methods increase readability and sacrifice faithfulness.
Cartography
Map-based approach is a promising way to produce appealing visualizations of graphs [25] , [30] , [40] . In map-based visualization, a set of "countries" are drawn on the plane (see Figure 9) . Each country encapsulates a node or a set of nodes within its boundary. Edges are then drawn to connect its adjacent nodes. The visualization produced by this approach appears appealing and looks like a typical geographic map that ones usually see. Maps have been studied to display changes and trends in dynamic data [55] and stream data [26] .
These map-based approaches increase task faithfulness for many tasks, such as identifying clusters or similar topics. However, map-based approaches sometimes sacrifice information faithfulness. For example, links with small weights are sometimes discarded to enable users to focus on more important links and to create appealing maps with more readable boundaries.
Compound visualizations
Compound visualization techniques combine several types of visualization metaphors into the final result. Examples of compound visualizations include MatLink [34] and NodeTrix [35] , which integrate matrix views with node-link diagrams. Figure 10 shows an example of the hybrid visualizations by NodeTrix [35] . NodeTrix proposed by Henry et al. [35] integrates node-link diagrams to show the global structure of the network and matrixrepresentation of groups of nodes. Thus, the method reduces the complexity and clutter of the network, while still providing all the information.
In general, these techniques [34] , [35] seem to increase readability for some parts of the networks that are of most interest and at the same time may sacrifice faithfulness and readability in other parts of the network that are less important. Furthermore, there can be a trade-off between global readability and local readability, and between global faithfulness and local faithfulness.
DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This section discusses some important factors in visualization that have direct impacts on visualization research, and their implications on the faithfulness concepts.
Research in visualization in general and graph visualization in particular is influenced by two main factors: (1) display capacity (hardware), and (2) interaction. The former is related to the availability of display resources. The latter refers to the development of novel interaction methods to adapt the main display parameters such as the level of details, data selection and aggregation. These factors have a major impact on how the data is presented. We discuss each of these below.
Faithfulness and correctness
We should stress that faithfulness is a different concept to the classical idea of correctness of an algorithm. An algorithm is correct if it does what it is required to do; correctness is an essential property of every algorithm. However, a visualization method may do exactly what it is required to do without achieving faithfulness.
Faithfulness in space and time
The concepts of faithfulness (information-, task-and change-faithfulness) are mostly concerned with the "space" dimension. That is, the visual mapping from
We can extend the faithfulness concepts to integrate the time dimension. Let T denote the time domain and let t ∈ T be a time point. A graph d at time t can be presented by a two-dimensional data item (d, t) of the graph d and the time t. The visualization process V transforms the two-dimensional data item into:
is placed at a location in space determined by t (in small-multiple display approach).
• a drawing V (d) at a time frame V (t) (in animation approach). Dynamic graph visualizations often considers the sequential number of the graph d in the sequence of input graphs as the time t; in other words, V (t) = t is an identity function. Thus, the faithfulness concepts may disregard the time factors in these cases without loss of accuracy. However, when time t is considered in a more general setting, we should consider the followings:
Small-multiple approaches: (1) The Information faithfulness should consider the reversibility of the time t; for example, placing graph elements of d at a time t close together and avoid mixing elements of different times. 
Display device
Although there have been numerous revolutions in hardware technologies, screen size is still a precious but limited resource. Technically speaking, "screen size" refers to the number of pixels in a display rather than the physical dimensions of the screen. Examples of displays include the high-resolution displays, largescale power walls and small portable devices. Faithfulness metrics should be addressed in a specific formula depending on the characteristics of the available output devices. For visualizing large data sets, the large number of data elements can compromise performance or overwhelm the capacity of the viewing platform. In addition, visualization methods should take user-centric requirements (from user inputs or interactions) into account to produce best results that balance between faithfulness and readability.
Interaction
Ideally, the user interface and interaction techniques should be simple enough to help users to perform the tasks with less cognitive efforts; a complex user interface may sometimes distract the users. Novel interaction techniques need to seamlessly support visual communication (user inputs) of the user with the system. For example, when a user may need to 
Information
• The data set is faithfully represented by the picture.
• All the original data is in the picture.
• The visualization process is injective.
• The user perceives the all the data in the picture.
• The perception process is injective.
Task
• The picture contains enough data to correctly perform the task
• The user perceives enough data from the picture to correctly perform the task.
Change
• Changes in the picture are consistent with changes in the data.
• The mental map is preserved.
• The user can remember one screen from the previous screen.
explore and edit a certain part of the graph several times, the system can capture the users' area of interest. The layout adjustment algorithms should adapt to user needs and should cleverly sacrifice the overall faithfulness to the local faithfulness (of the part of the graph of user interests).
The below are the implications of our faithfulness concept from three specific types of interactions.
Affine transformation: Intuitively, faithfulness does not depend on global affine transformations such as rotation, translation and scaling. As long as the drawing is consistent with the data, the visualization is considered faithful. On the other hand, a (partial) transformation of the local parts of the graphs may increase readability of these parts of the graphs, yet may degrade faithfulness of other parts of the graphs.
Distortion techniques: such as lens effects and occlusion reduction can provide the analyst with trade-off between faithfulness and visual clarity. These methods typically transform object's position to improve local readability at the cost of accuracy of global relations.
Level of detail: Relevant data patterns and relationships can be visualized in several levels of detail at appropriate levels of data and visual abstraction. The overall goal is to balance between faithfulness and readability to maximize user expectations.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has introduced the concept of faithfulness for graph visualization. We believe that the classical readability criteria are necessary but not sufficient for quality graph drawing; faithfulness is a generic criterion that is missing.
The paper has described the faithfulness concept in a semi-formal model. We have distinguished three kinds of faithfulness: information faithfulness, task faithfulness, and change faithfulness. Table 1 gives a summary of these faithfulness concepts.
Based on the visualization model and the faithfulness concepts, we have also presented a model for faithfulness metrics. In Section 6, 7 and 8, we illustrate the faithfulness concept with three examples.
• The first example is multidimensional scaling / force-directed methods. We believe that future directions of these methods would need to balance the aims of readable outputs versus faithful representations.
• The second example is edge bundling. Despite a recent upsurge of interest in edge bundling, there are very few evaluations; we show that faithfulness metrics may prove the key to evaluation.
• The last example includes matrix metaphors and map-based visualizations. These methods are useful for large graphs; we show that future directions of these methods would need to balance between global / local readability versus global / local faithfulness. Table 2 summarizes the faithfulness of some selected visualization methods. In this table, '−' represents 'no' or 'low'; '+' represents 'yes' or 'high'. These results may give readers a reference, which may not be the same with the readers' viewpoints. A '+' for task faithfulness should be interpreted as: a method is faithful for some tasks, rather than faithful for all tasks. In Section 6, 7 and 8, we describe several specific tasks, in which these visualizations are taskfaithful.
Guidelines
Remarks on 3D drawings
We conclude this paper with a remark about 3D graph drawing. The occlusion problem for 3D means that, even with binocular displays, some part of the graph is always hidden. This can be seen as a lack of not only readability but also information faithfulness. We suggest that the lack of commercial impact of 3D graph drawing is partially due to its inherent lack of faithfulness.
